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On the millisecond by millisecond level, human time perception is comprised of 

countless fine tuned adjustments to when we perceive events as happening.  As a result, illusory 

perceptions can occur, whereby two events appear as happening closer or farther apart than they 

really did.  Such is the case with the phenomena of lag adaptation, whereby people will begin to 

perceive two events as occurring closer together in time if there is a consistent lag between them.  

However, a recent study by Stetson, Cui, Montague, and Eagleman (2016) showed that lag 

adaptation between a conscious motor action and a visual perception can even cause temporal 

order reversals (TORs) whereby the two events seem to have appeared in an inverted order. 

To deconstruct this phenomena we examined the capacity for both lag adaptation and 

TORs between two lagging visual stimuli as well as two lagging voluntary motor actions.  Our 

findings suggest that lag adaptation is a specifically cross-modal phenomena, as neither of our 

same-modal conditions produced significant lag adaptation.  As well, our study shows that TORs 

are possible between two voluntary motor actions alone, suggesting that how we shape our 

perception of time is entwined with how we act within it. 
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Introduction 

Every thing that exists in the world exists in four dimensions: it must have length, 

breadth, thickness, and lastly it must have a duration.  So details H.G. Wells in his novel The 

Time Machine, some twenty years before Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity would cement 

time and space as physically interrelated and inseparable.  Yet while Einstein’s findings were the 

result of generations of scientific experimentation and mathematical formulation, Wells’ point 

feels just as poignant.  This is because time is not just a feature of the world that we measure, but 

something we constantly, effortlessly perceive as embodied agents in the world.  Every 

perception we have and every action we take has a temporal element to it, and our fluency with 

not just where things are, but when they are, allows us to figure out what action can cause a fire 

to start as well as what action can cause a combustion engine to start.  Yet our perception of time 

is far from perfect, a $10 watch would be able to more accurately recall the time than most any 

person one could ask.  So how does time go from being something we measure to something we 

perceive?  In other words, what is the difference between objective time and perceived time?  
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Definitions 

However nebulous the true nature and properties of objective time remain, what has 

proved certain is our ability to measure it.  Through those actions in nature that are temporally 

consistent, behaviors that never fail to take the same interval of time to accomplish, we are able 

to glean quantitative units of objective time, whether it be the number of cycles of day and night, 

the burning of a candle, the passage of sand down an hourglass, the swinging of a pendulum with 

an escapement, or the oscillations of atoms.  Objective time shall thus be used interchangeably 

with the measurement of it, much as length or mass is.   

However, now that we have recognized the ability of atoms to measure time, the position 

may be posed that technically everything ‘perceives’ time, as everything is influenced by it.  For 

instance, because individual neurons are affected by the timing and frequency by which they 

receive signals from other neurons, they perceive time in a sense.  And while in some instances 

this perspective is useful, we will use a more ethological and psychological definition.  For our 

purposes, time perception is the sensation and measurement of time by an agent and how it is 

utilized to produce behavior.  
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Chronobiology 

In simple biological agents, time perception is nearly identical to the measurement of 

time itself.  One such form of time perception is the circadian rhythm, which aims to cycle every 

24 hour day.  It is important to note that creatures that possess circadian rhythms do not 

indirectly access this time information through cues such as sunlight, but instead keep track of 

the passage of time itself.  While circadian rhythms can be calibrated by extra-temporal 

information, they are not created by the environment or learned from experience, but part of the 

genetic nature of these organisms.  To show this, Ingeborg Beling famously tested the property 

of Zeitgedächtnis (time memory) in bees when she introduced bees to a new, artificial feeding 

place at a specific time of day and found that even when the sustenance was removed, the bees 

returned to the area within the same 2 hour window that they arrived originally (Ingeborg, 1928).  

However, a benchmark characteristic of endogenous time keeping is its ability to “free run” in an 

environment where it is unable to synchronize with outside information.  In an effort to better 

create such an environment, Otto Wahl performed a similar experiment and found similar 

behaviors in a space controlled for temperature, illumination, humidity, atmospheric ionization, 

and even ultraviolet radiation within a subterranean salt mine to prevent the possible signaling of 

day by any means (Wahl, 1932).  And perhaps most convincingly, Max Renner trained bees in 

Paris to arrive to food at a certain time, before flying the bees overnight to New York City, a 

time difference of 5 hours.  He found that when the bees were unable to sync up to 

environmental cues of the time of day, they looked for food 24 hours after their last Parisian 

meal, rather than the same relative time of day in New York (Renner, 1960).   

The capacity of animals as simple as insects to measure time has been linked to a wide 

variety of behaviors.  As shown from the above experiments, bees appear not only to be able to 
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perform tasks at fixed circadian intervals, but use their internal timing capabilities to remember 

and distinguish arbitrary times of day.  The ability to distinguish time has also been shown to 

help many insects make critical developmental decisions, such as when to emerge from their 

pupal stage.  If indeed these insects emerged the moment their development had completed, this 

implicit ‘timer’ of sorts would hardly be considered time perception, much in the way that the 

state change of water from liquid to gas in boiling is not time perception.  Rather, the moth 

Hyalophora cecropia has been shown to emerge from its pupa during the morning and the moth 

Antheraea pernyi at night.  And similar to bees, the various circadian behaviors of these moths 

has been shown to occur at a 24 hour cycle even when faced with constant heat and light 

exposure. Even more interestingly, performing a localized extraction of brain tissue in these 

moths resulted not in an inability to emerge, but instead a completely random time of eclosion, 

irrespective of the time of day (Truman, 1970).  Further experiments have even shown that 

transplanting only the cerebral lobes of these two moths with each other causes them to emerge 

at the time of day of the other species.   

The phylogeny of circadian rhythms is vast and prolific, having been isolated in plants 

(McClung, 2006) and even used in the production of ammonia in single-celled, prokaryotic 

bacteria (Grobbelaar, Huang, Lin, & Chow, 1986).  Yet, this should perhaps not be so surprising: 

timing information is either applicable or fundamental to every sense imaginable, and so time 

perception is an invaluable tool for gleaning patterns and information.  What is surprising is that 

the comparable timing mechanism in humans appears to be no more robust than these simple 

organisms.  Confined in a constantly lit, isolated room with their endogenous clocks left to free 

run, within only 4 days the average participant’s sleep schedule had been pushed back 5 hours, 

and in the worst case had inverted a full 12 hours (Aschoff,  Gerecke, & Wever, 1967).  In 
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contrast, in a similar environment and in the same number of days, the prokaryotic, unicellular 

Synechococcus shifted its circadian peak production of ammonia by only four hours (Grobbelaar 

et al., 1986). 

This is not an entirely uncommon phenomenon: evolution has no guarantees of producing 

universally superior species, only evolutionarily fit and successful ones.  Amidst aquatic 

respiration and infrared vision, this is merely another faculty where humans as a species are 

inferior.  As well, to the credit of the participants of the experiments listed above, most animals 

very rarely find themselves confined in constantly lit, isolated rooms, so the contingency for such 

an event may not be worth the cost.  However, what is worth taking note of is that the time 

perception that is found in many simple organisms is based on a singular, basic principle: 

accuracy.  In a way, the behaviors produced from these biological clocks in Synechococcus, H. 

cecropia and Beling’s bees all share the same ‘goal’ of a Cesium atom in a clock: to be as 

accurate as possible.  Likewise, the affordance of these behaviors nearly matches those of an 

alarm clock, set to trigger an action at a specific time.  It can be argued that the subjective 

perception of these creatures may vary substantially, if not fundamentally, from the nature of 

objective time, yet, functionally and behaviorally, their mechanisms of perception seek to closely 

mirror that of objective time.  In contrast, rather than focusing all of its energy into its accuracy 

in simply measuring time, the human mind abstracts this fundamental information into higher 

order concepts, from which it can glean something more. 
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Chronopsychology: Time Perception and Time Cognition 

In fact, time is so melded in the varied facets of the human mind, that it becomes 

necessary again to define our categories.  One common distinction is between what are called 

cognitive and automatic timing mechanisms, and in a meta analysis of 33 time perception 

experiments, Lewis and Miall (2003) found both behavioral and neurological evidence for this 

distinction.  Cognitive timing mechanisms are tasks that require discontinuous measurements of 

time, or measurements of more than a second, while automatic timing involves sub-second time 

measurements.  

Eagleman (2008) builds on this sentiment, characterizing the concept of automatic timing 

as the time scale of ‘direct sensation’, and we will push that definition even further to better fit 

our perspective of how agents interact with time.  This is because cognitive timing appears not to 

be an act of perception as we have discussed it, so much as it is the panoply of cognitive faculties 

necessary in reasoning with time.  Indeed, Lewis and Miall found that both cognitive timing and 

working memory rely primarily on the right hemispheric dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.  Contrary 

to that, the moment-by-moment sub-second time scale where automatic timing occurs is where 

we will classify time perception as happening.  The analog to time cognition then, in our 

previous examples of circadian rhythms, is the memory or information of a time, whether 

recorded from experience (a past perception) or genetic instructions.  The moment of perceiving 

that a certain time has arrived and how that information is used to act is thus the time perception. 

I push this definition and perspective partly because of the implications of simplicity that 

come with ‘automatic’, and it is perhaps best to illustrate this with an example.  One common 

belief of time perception is that during moments of stress we perceive time as moving slower, or 

with finer temporal resolution.  Time dilation, as this phenomena is known as, is well-studied, 
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occurring not just during frightening events but when observing unexpected images (Pariyadath 

& Eagleman, 2007), objects that appear to be moving towards us, rather than away from us 

(Wittmann, Wassenhove, Craig, & Paulus, 2010), and even objects that are simply larger than 

others (Xuan, Zhang, He, & Chen, 2007).  The hypothesis for why this happens is that the more 

focus and attention is put on an object, the more perceptual information is gathered, including a 

finer granularity of temporal information, so it appears to happen for a longer time.  A common 

metaphor for describing this is that of film passing through a video camera: the more hastily the 

film passes through the camera, the higher the frame rate, and the longer something seems to 

happen upon playing it back.  The hypothesized biological analog comes from an increased 

internal temporal pulse rate, leading to more temporal information being perceived (Wittmann et 

al., 2010).   

The result of this is that our perception of time can be affected by any number of non-

temporal factors.  Yet in this discrepancy from constant, objective time, an advantage is gained.  

To continue the film analogy, landscapes are often filmed through time-lapses, at frame rates of  

1 frame every 20 seconds.  This is because movements of clouds and celestial bodies are 

consistent, so little more is gained by having a higher temporal resolution; it would be considered 

a waste of film.  However, actions that require more attention, such as the movement of a 

predator like a cheetah, are best attended to at higher temporal resolutions, to collect as much 

data as possible.  Both clouds and cheetahs exist in the same objective time, but the subjectively 

pertinent information they offer varies, and so our subjective temporal attention to them varies 

proportionately.   

To test this, and to quantifiably measure this enhanced resolution, Stetson, Fiesta, and 

Eagleman (2007) had participants perform a visual-temporal resolution task, whereby 
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participants had to distinguish if an image was flickering between two distinct color-inverted 

images or moving so fast that it created a static, homogenous blur.  After identifying the point of 

subjective simultaneity of the images for a participant, they either performed the task again while 

falling for roughly two seconds and landing into a net or while standing on the ground.  For those 

who fell, performance at the visual-temporal resolution task mid-flight was near identical to 

those in the standing control condition; however, when asked to use a stopwatch to 

retrospectively estimate the duration of their fall, it proved 30% longer than their estimation of 

what the fall would have been after only watching someone else fall.  Thus, the perception of 

time dilation seems not to do with just how we measure time, but other extra-temporal factors.  

To extend the cinematography metaphor, it seems that rather than having the film run through 

the camera faster to create time dilation, co-occurring factors affect the filming process and make 

it seem longer.  If the camera of our mind moves film through at a constant rate (senses time at a 

constant rate), then the perceived dilation of time can be thought of as a stretching of the film as 

it leaves the camera, so that on playback (remembering) it appears longer without having any 

higher objective resolution.  In the case of fear-induced time dilation, Stetson points to the 

possible auxiliary involvement of the amygdala in distorting how the perception of time is 

experienced and remembered.  Time perception, then, is not the camera in isolation, it is no 

longer the alarm clock of circadian rhythms, or any one solitary mechanism, but the web of other 

interwoven mechanisms that directly co-operate to build our perception of time.   

As has been shown, some of the most interesting footholds into unraveling our 

entwinement with time are in the edge cases where it breaks down, namely, temporal illusions.  

Though the title ‘illusion’ evokes niche trickery, upon deconstructing the definition, we find that 

a temporal illusion is simply any disparity between the objective truth of time and our subjective 
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perception of it.  And what is lost in objectivity is often gained in higher-order utility.  In fact, 

some problems of time that we face are objectively impossible to solve, and it is exactly these 

higher-order, extra-temporal features that allow us to subvert them. 
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The Problem: Limitations of Truth and Objectivity 

Perhaps the ultimate goal of simple time perception is to replicate the objective flow of 

time.  Taking a clock again as a measure of objective time, the accuracy of a clock is determined 

by the steadiness and consistency of its movement.  To this end, given our capacity for time 

dilation, the human mind leaves much to be desired.  However, a task that we take entirely for 

granted and assume of the tool of the clock is its ability to mark the order of time correctly.  This 

flow of causality, the arrow of time, is an inescapable feature of objective time, but is it so easy 

to perceive? 

The body is subject to a myriad of inputs of varying modalities, and they all have a 

temporal dimension.  And while it may seem trivial to order events that cause these inputs 

chronologically, as everything naturally occurs in a chronological order, in actuality it is 

anything but.  Lightning is an extreme example of this problem at play.  The act of electrostatic 

discharge produces a striking sonic and visual signal simultaneously in the form of thunder and 

lightning,.  However, there is often a substantial disjoint between these two signals when they 

reach us because thunder travels at the speed of sound (340.29 m/s at sea level) while the sight of 

the lightning travels at the speed of light (299,792,458 m/s).  In spite of this delay, which can 

begin to extend for whole seconds, we are aware that the act of the lightning caused both 

occurrences because few sounds are as thunderous as thunder, and they are always preceded by 

the flash of lightning.   

While this macro example seems simple enough to deduce, our low level perceptions 

need deal constantly with countless inputs of temporal information distorted by any number of 

delays on the path from their simultaneous origin and cause to our body.  Compounded onto that 

is the fact that the comparison is not merely between sonic waves and photons reaching a finish 
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line, but the eyes and ears that receive them.  Visual information and auditory information are 

processed entirely differently by their respective organs, with some estimates placing auditory 

signals as being processed 30-50 ms faster than visual signals (Fujisaki, Shimojo, Kashino, & 

Nishida, 2004).  Even further still, the visual and audio cortices are of different size and located 

in different regions of the brain, so the amount of time it takes to process the information can 

vary once more, and here significantly more so than our smaller-brained, insect time-keeping 

compatriots.  Yet in spite of this long journey of variability from the source of simultaneity and 

cause and order to our conscious mind, the sound of our hands clapping does not feel some 

900,000 times slower than the sight of it.  In fact the two events feel simultaneous.  A more 

important conundrum than clapping is discerning our own footsteps from those of others.  

Recognizing sounds caused by our own body versus those of prey before us or a predator behind 

involves a bevy of senses, and thus an explosion of permutations of orders to arrange them in, 

each carrying vastly different connotations.   

When put into practice, then, we find that this rather simple concept of simultaneity and 

ordering is inextricably tied to the higher-order concept of causality.  By chance, things can 

happen at the same time and not be related, and accidental associations like this are the cause of 

much superstition.  Yet, while not all simultaneous stimuli are from causal events, all causal 

events produce simultaneous stimuli, such as electrostatic discharge.  However, the issue at hand 

is that it is simply impossible to determine with 100% objectivity the order in which things 

occur.  Take for example two marbles falling on a table at exactly the same time (Figure 1).  

Because the information of their impact can only travel at the speed of light, whichever marble 

you are closer to will appear to hit the ground first, as its information has less distance to travel.  
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One could measure the distance between the two objects and factor this in, however the 

information of measurement itself is limited to the speed of light.  If, for example, one of the 

marbles were to spontaneously vanish, that information would still take an interval of time to 

reach our senses.  On an extreme scale this is the same reason that we still see stars light-years 

away that in actuality have long since died.  No amount of measuring our measurements will 

rectify this inherent delay of information.  This example of speed-of-light time differences may 

seem trivial; the fact that we hardly dissociate the visual signal of something from the thing itself 

is a sign of its speed and reliability for all intents and purposes.  And as well, some things seem 

to occur so clearly before others: yesterday definitely happened before today.  But all of this is in 

part because our personal, subjective timeline is all we have as a frame of reference, so it will 

always seem ‘right’.  The principle remains that observation is a fundamentally lossy transfer of 

information.  

This problem bears striking similarity to another cognitive quandary, and may be 

resolved with the same solution.  Language is one of the oldest tools of abstraction from the 

objective world into the subjective world, and through it, at any moment we are able to retrieve 

meaning from meaningless symbols.  In other words, we are able to reliably reverse-engineer 

Figure 1.  An illustration of the 
relative nature of temporal 
information.  Light from the two 
marbles hitting a surface at the same 
time does not travel instantly, and so 
it will always reach one observer 
before it reaches another. 
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original meaning from packets of meaningless symbols, a goal similar in premise to trying to 

reverse-engineer temporal order from lossy information. Quine famously remarked on this ability 

with his “Gavagai” thought experiment, whereby an ethnographer would not be able to presume 

the meaning of a foreign word that was spoken, such as “Gavagai”, and directed at something, 

such as a rabbit.  This is because the word could have any infinite number of meanings, 

including “rabbit”, “animal”, the imperative “look”, or an indirectly attributable message of 

“Spring is coming” (Quine, 1960). 

 One methodology of explaining the phenomena of language is to apply logic and 

propositions to these concepts.  Noam Chomsky’s X-bar theory famously presented a set of 

grammatical rules for parsing human language as a series of nested phrases that elaborate their 

syntactical meaning.  To this end, Edward Sapir’s (1921) point that “no language is tyrannically 

consistent. All grammars leak.” mirrors our issue that the information we receive is not 

tyrannically consistent in nature.  From his studies Quine concluded the concept of “The 

Indeterminacy of Translation”, just as Heisenberg coined the Uncertainty Principle for physical 

observations.  The classical solutions to both these problems share the fundamental issue of 

attempting to treat the information they receive as lossless, and from which, the truth can be 

recovered wholly, rather than lossy, and mired in uncertainty. 
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The Solution: The Statistical Paradigm 

The alternative, then, to both problems, is to treat our information as indeed imperfect, 

but statistically relevant.  In the case of language, the school of thought is known as Statistical 

Natural Language Processing, whereby language is learned and parsed based on the patterns of 

its prior use and context.  As John Rupert Firth (1957)  eloquently surmised, “You shall know a 

word by the company it keeps”.  As Manning and Schutze elaborate in their text Foundations of 

Statistical Natural Language Processing, the goal is not to deduce the rules of language, but 

observe the patterns through the lens of statistics.  Aside from its theoretical merits, there is also 

much experimental merit to this claim (Saffran 2003), and more relevant to our timing issue at 

hand, there is evidence for a similar mechanism for statistically constructing simultaneity and 

order. 

The most common and simple way to figure out the order in which things are perceived 

as happening is to ask someone, known as a Temporal Order Judgment (TOJ).  Two stimuli are 

presented in quick succession and the participant is required to answer which they believe 

occurred first, to the best of their ability.  The Point of Subjective Simultaneity (POSS) is then 

concluded to be the amount of lag between the two stimuli at which point the likelihood for 

answering either way is 50%, often interpolated through sigmoid line fitting.  In a meta analysis 

of time perception, Hirsch and Sherrick (1961) found that TOJs are a distinct kind of temporal 

task.  From their findings, asking someone to report the specific order of events produces a 

different POSS judgment than a misleadingly similar task such as reporting if two events are 

discrete or have become continuous, often known as flicker-fusion.   Their reasoning is that in 

order to discern the order of two events, they must be able to be separately identified by some 

feature other than their temporal order.  As such, the conflation of these two different questions 
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is the cause of a disparity between experimental results.  Flicker-fusion frequency is often 

measured by oscillating homogenous stimuli at an increasing rate until it is perceived as one 

continuous stimuli.  However, this process is simply not possible for TOJs, as the stimuli must be 

differentiable, so that a participant can identify which came first.  For example, after playing two 

440hz sounds in quick succession it is impossible to ask “which 440hz came first?”, as they 

cannot be labeled and ordered from each other by any other feature but their order, though they 

can be regarded as two discrete events or one simultaneous event.  In contrast, a 440hz and a 

392hz sound can be differentiated, and it is believed that this process of identification and 

ordering is different than the flicker-fusion frequency, not merely from the processes of 

acquiring the data, but the mechanisms behind these judgments.   

Supporting this is the fact that the critical flicker-fusion frequency (CF), the analog to a 

TOJ’s POSS, is also often described as a distinct and sudden threshold, rather than a period of 

ambiguity and uncertainty.  As well, the acuity of different sensory modalities has been reported 

with consistent disparity at this task, with Davis (1955) measuring an auditory CF of 5 

milliseconds and a visual CF of 27 milliseconds.  In contrast, upon revisiting each sensory 

modality with comparable TOJ tasks, Hirsch and Sherrick’s found that the point of subjective 

simultaneity for Visual-Auditory, Tactile-Auditory, Tactile-Visual, Auditory-Auditory, Visual-

Visual, and Tactile-Tactile stimuli was consistently around 5 milliseconds, and only varied by as 

much as 15 milliseconds.  And rather than observing a sharp increase in judgment capabilities, 

accuracy at the TOJ gradually increased, such that to satisfactorily discern two events with 75% 

accuracy required a roughly 20 millisecond delay for all modalities (Figure 2).  It would appear 

then that, irrespective of the temporal resolution of any particular sense, there is a common 

mechanism at play for deciphering the order of any two distinguishable stimuli. 
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This hypothesis is bolstered by a well observed cross-modal timing mechanism known as 

Lag Adaptation, which appears to be our statistical answer to resolving uncertainty.  In a setup 

similar to Hirsch and Sherrick, Fujisaki et al. (2004) performed a series of TOJs of an audio 

stimulus presented either before or after a visual stimulus.  However, preceding each test trial, 

participants were shown the audio-visual pair ten times with either no delay between the two, the 

audio preceding the visual cue by -235 ms, or the audio following the visual cue by 235 ms.   

They found that in cases where participants were primed by a negative lag of audio, the POSS of 

the two objects moved backwards, and when primed with a positive lag, the POSS would move 

forwards.  In other words, exposure to a fixed lag of audio and visual information caused 

participants’ subjective perception of the simultaneity of the two stimuli to change.  Furthermore, 

when examining similarly adapted lags between motor actions and resulting auditory stimuli, 

Haggard, Clark, and Kalogeras (2002) found that participants estimated their preceding actions 

as occurring later in time, and their resulting stimuli as happening earlier. 

Figure 2. POSS measurements of 
various sensory stimuli from Hirsch 
and Sherrick (1961). 
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It appears then that our perception of simultaneity is not a fixed comparison of temporal 

information, but instead influenced by patterns of previous experience.  The appropriate delay to 

reform an exterior occurrence’s original simultaneity in our minds is calculated at least in part 

then from its pattern of consistency.  Much like a similar problem of a larger, more cognitive 

scale, if the roar of thunder seems to only ever follow the brilliant flash of lightning, they must 

be caused by the same thing; or in other words they originated simultaneously.  Much in the 

same way that the visual system is famously able to adapt to drastic, but consistent visual 

distortions by wearing prism goggles (Bedford 1999), our temporal perception can adapt to 

drastic, but consistent temporal distortions.  Cunningham, Billock, and Tsou (2001) illustrated 

this exact parallel by demonstrating that participants could complete a computer maze with a 200 

ms lag from keyboard input to monitor display just as quickly as those without any noticeable 

delay.  As well, towards the end of the experiment, many participants noted that they began to 

perceive their actions as causing movements on the screen instantaneously.  Their hypothesis is 

that the participants were correcting to a cross-modal temporal miscalibration, much as one 

would correct for the cross-modal spatial miscalibration in Bedford’s experiment.  Just as we 

know objects can only exist in one location in space, so events can only exist in one location in 

time.  Any perception otherwise can be considered an error, and adjusted accordingly. 

Even more striking is the fact that this shift seems not to be merely a contraction of the 

duration between the events, similar to the phenomena of time dilation, but an actual shift in 

when these events are temporally marked.  This is evidenced by the fact that a corollary illusion 

to Lag Adaptation is possible: Temporal Order Reversals (TORs).  Cunningham et al.’s (2001) 

experiment of prolonged motor-visual lag adaptation provided anecdotal evidence that when this 

lag was removed, the cursor on the screen seemed to move before the mouse that controlled it 
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was moved.  Fortunately, Stetson, Cui, Montague, and Eagleman (2006) set out to demonstrate 

this empirically through a TOJ task for the order of a button press action and a visual flash.  In 

60% of trials, the visual flash was a fixed delay of 135 ms after the button press, while the 

remaining 40% of trials were distributed randomly before or after the button press.  As a result, 

the POSS shifted to be some time between the button press and the fixed delay, as was expected 

given Fujisaki et al.’s results.  Participants in a control condition also performed the task with a 

shorter lag of only 35ms, and thus, produced a lower POSS shift.  However, there was a region 

of time between the conditions of the groups where the high-lag group would confidently report 

the light came before the action, and the low-lag group would confidently report the action came 

first.  In the case of this action-perception lag adaptation, time perception appears to truly shift 

and reorder events chronologically, rather than merely warping it through dilation or contraction.  

The difference between the two may seem trivial, but in extending our camera-as-perception 

metaphor from earlier we need make a critical change.  The flow of film we gather from the 

outside world no longer flows through the camera in a linear stream of persistent order.  Rather, 

the film is being diced and reassembled in our perception, and this is necessary because the film 

we are receiving is often incorrect and out of order to begin with, due to the myriad of delays and 

senses we are subject to.  The editor in the camera of our time perception needs to deal with 

more than merely the stream of film, but also the audio track, smell-o-vision track, tactile track, 

and more.  And so, to perhaps beat the metaphor into anthropomorphism, our perceptual editor is 

looking beyond the face value of the raw temporal information streams we receive, and using its 

previous experience to cut and paste the information in an attempt to sync up the streams into a 

coherent perceptual experience.  The mechanism of Lag Adaptation demonstrates that, unlike a 

ticking clock, even our perception of temporal order cannot be taken for granted.  
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Compounding onto this are the findings by Fujisaki Shimojo, Kashino, and Nishida 

(2004) that demonstrates the ability for the audio-visual lag to cause POSS shifts when audio 

precedes visual stimuli.  This is remarkable because sound can never travel faster than light, and 

so can never precede it if caused by the same action.  This seems to point at the fact that this is 

not merely a mechanism by which order and simultaneity that are expected in nature are adjusted 

and derived, but instead where the concept of simultaneity and order itself is constructed in the 

brain. 

Earlier we stated that in the objective world, causality produces temporally simultaneous 

events: electrostatic discharge causes the simultaneous production of sound waves in thunder and 

the visual information of lightning.  And given a simplistic model of the universe, things always 

happen in the same order: if something happens at the same time in one space, it happens at the 

same time anywhere, which gives us objective order and simultaneity.   And because causality 

produces temporal simultaneity and order, we could reverse-engineer this temporal information 

to soundly derive this objective causality. 

In reality, however, this is impossible.  The temporal information at the origin of an event 

is instantly distorted as it travels to a relative observer.  Measuring objective simultaneity as an 

observer is then no longer a viable indicator of causality. The only pattern of causality we have 

then is statistical consistency, and we can use this to change our perception of time.  Simultaneity 

and temporal order does not drive our perception of causality, because it cannot. Instead we in a 

sense do the reverse: we assume causality as given through patterns and statistics, and use this to 

produce our perception of temporal order.  Time perception doesn’t give us causality, rather 

causality gives us our perception of time.  In this way we perceive causality:  if we have reason 

to believe that something is behaving causally we change our perception so it is so.  We can alter 
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our temporal perception so that we perceive a facsimile of that simplistic model of the universe, 

and in this way we are different than a clock. 
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Follies of Agency 

Another fundamental difference between ourselves and clocks that vitally hinges on 

causality is our sense of agency: the way in which we perceive ourselves as acting independently 

from the environment.  We may not be privy to distant causality outside of our perspective, but 

we are very attuned to those actions that we cause ourselves.  In a sense, half of the equation of 

causality, the cause, is provided for us in this situation, and so all that remains is the effect.  The 

capacity for lag adaptation and temporal adjustment should thus be doubly strong, as firstly, the 

information is much more readily available (as, in a sense, we provide it for ourselves), and 

secondly, the causal bindings of our own actions are critical to our sense of agency in the world. 

Haggard et al.’s phenomenon of causal actions being perceived as happening later and the 

resulting auditory stimulus as occurring earlier was interestingly not observed when the action 

was substituted with a different auditory cue (2002).  As well, when the motor action was caused 

not by conscious effort but transcranial magnetic stimulation, the timing of the induced action 

was shifted earlier in time away from the auditory stimulus, and the auditory stimulus was 

perceived as happening later.  In essence, by forcing the motor action, rather than having the 

participant voluntarily act it, the effect of temporal lag adaptation was reversed.  Similarly, 

Stetson et al.’s (2006) demonstration of TORs/POSS shifts was not reproducible when the button 

press was replaced with just the sensation of the button moving up to the finger.  Fujisaki et al’s 

experiments only posited questions of simultaneity, rather than order, so we cannot know if a 

purely sensory TOR phenomena was produced in their experiment.  However, Stetson et al.’s 

findings do not rule out the possibility, due to the known volatility of tactile time perception.  For 

example, temporal order judgments of stimuli to hands are affected by crossing the arms, but not 

for congenitally blind participants, implying that our tactile time perception is affected through 
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other modalities (Röder, Rösler, & Spence, 2004).  Though the possibility of a purely sensory 

TOR is left unanswered, Stetson et al.’s motor-sensory POSS shift was nearly double that of the 

purely sensory POSS shift in Fujisaki et al.’s cross-modal sensory lag adaptation, so it appears to 

demonstrate greater strength in at least this one regard. 

Stetson et al.’s experiment of action-perception TORs thus provides an interesting, 

holistic foothold into understanding both temporal illusions and their relationship to agents that 

perceive and act in the world.  To better understand the many components of this result however, 

our experiment will deconstruct this action-perception temporal order reversal to test the 

possibility of both lag adaptation and temporal order reversals between two visual stimuli and 

two conscious actions.   

This second TOJ poses an interesting question as to the nature of agency, causality, and 

time perception.  The information of our conscious actions is perhaps the most accurate we can 

perceive, as our conscious self is both that which perceives and that which chooses to act.  It 

would thus seem highly unlikely for something which produces two actions to then perceive 

them as happening in the reverse order, as the consciousness is ostensibly the source of the 

causality.  However, much research has shown that neurological activity can precede our 

conscious awareness of voluntary motor actions by up to 10 seconds (Soon, Brass, Heinze, & 

Haynes, 2008), and even precede our decision to perform abstract, non-motor tasks such as 

deciding to add or subtract by 4 seconds (Soon, He, Bode, & Haynes, 2013). 

Conscious awareness then seems separable from conscious actions.  If a TOR is 

impossible, it would support the contrary idea that consciousness supersedes our time perception, 

and can be responsible for perceptions of order and simultaneity.  If, however, a TOR of two 
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conscious actions is possible, it would reinforce the idea that consciousness is once again 

something that interacts with our perception, rather than controlling it.   

 Temporal information is fundamental to our ability to both learn about relationships in 

the world and build our perception of the world, and perhaps most importantly, our relationship 

as a conscious agent with the world.  From these two experiments we hope to better illuminate 

what exactly the limits are to our ability to change our perceptions of time, and from that, gain a 

deeper understanding of what it means to be a perceiving and acting individual in space and 

time. 
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Method 

Participants 

21 undergraduate students of Vassar College were recruited and randomly assigned to 

either the light-light or button-button condition, such that there were 9 in the light-light condition 

and 12 in the button-button condition. 

 

Materials 

The task consisted of interactions with a board connected to an Arduino computer that 

produced lights and measured reaction times of button presses.  The device could be in one of 2 

configurations based on the experiment’s condition.  In the light-light condition, two LEDs were 

visible side by side horizontally (Figure 3A), and in the button-button condition, two buttons 

were visible side by side (Figure 3B) which had LEDs beneath them, allowing them to light up to 

cue the participant to press it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3A. (pictured left) 
Figure 3B. (pictured right) 
 
The two configurations of 
the device used in this 
experiment to measure 
POSS.  Figure 3A shows 
the light-light configuration 
and Figure 3B shows the 
button-button 
configuration. 
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Procedure 

The participant completed 75 trials.  Each trial, irrespective of condition, consisted of an 

onset event (OE) and a lag event (LE) which occurred before or after the OE.  After this, the 

participant vocally identified which event they believe occurred first.  In the light-light condition, 

the event was a light turning on, and in the button-button condition, the event was the action of 

the participant pressing a button, cued by the button lighting up.  As such, for the light-light 

condition, the participant would see two lights turn on, and in the button-button condition the 

participant would press two buttons. 

These trials were organized into blocks.  The Random Block consisted of 15 trials of LEs 

randomly occurring from a range of -100 ms to 100 ms after the OE (Figure 4). 

 

The Conditioning Block consists of 25 shuffled trials with 60% of LEs occurring exactly 100 ms 

after the OE and 40% of LEs randomly occurring from a range of -100 ms to 100 ms after the 

OE (Figure 5). 

 

Both blocks ended with a series of assessment trials, or a Measuring Block: 15 trials with the LE 

placed at intervals of 5 ms from -50 ms to 90 ms in a random order, which would allow an 

estimation of the participant’s POSS after experiencing the preceding block (figure 6).   

 

Figure 4. A diagram of when the two 
events will occur relative to each other in 
the Random Block. 

Figure 5. A diagram of when the two 
events will occur relative to each other in 
the Conditioning Block. 

Figure 6. A diagram of when the two 
events will occur relative to each other in 
the Measuring Block. 
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Each participant completed ten practice trials of easily detectible LEs from -100 ms to -50 ms 

and 50 ms to 100 ms before beginning the Random Block, a Measuring Block, the Conditioning 

Block, and a final Measuring Block (figure 7). 

 

To reduce the bias of handedness in both conditions, the direction of the delay (right first 

or left first) was randomized, so in half of the experiments, the consistent LE in the Conditioning 

Block would be at -100 ms, and the measurements in the Measurement Block would range from 

-90 ms to 50ms. 

 

 

 

Figure 7. A diagram of the 
overall structure of the 
experiment, consisting of 5 
blocks of trials, totaling 75 
trials. 
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Results 

For the light-light condition, sigmoid line regressions were performed for the 

participants’ responses to varying lags during both the Measurement Block following the 

Random Block and following the Conditioning Block.  Answers of which event the participant 

believed occurred first were binomially codified as 0 for left and 1 for right.  The point of 

subjective simultaneity (POSS) was measured as the point at which the sigmoid regression was 

equal to .5, which was interpreted as the point at which either answer was equally likely to have 

been given.  The POSS was then compared between the Random Sigmoid and the Conditioned 

Sigmoid and recorded as the POSS shift for that participant (figure 8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the button-button condition, because the lag at which the buttons turned on does not reflect 

the timing at which the participant actually pushed the buttons, a similar sigmoid calculation was 

made on this difference between button presses during the Measurement Blocks after the 

Random and Conditioning Blocks (Figure 9). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Examples of 
sigmoid functions 
generated from a 
participant in the light-
light condition.  

Figure 9. Examples of 
sigmoid functions 
generated from a 
participant in the 
button-button 
condition.  

Button Lag (ms) Button Lag (ms) 
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Upon initial data processing, one participant in the light-light condition was removed 

from further analysis due to a significant number of incorrect answers, such that the slope of the 

sigmoid function was perfectly horizontal.  As well, upon collecting the reaction times of all 

participants in the button-button condition to press the buttons upon being prompted, a criteria of 

satisfactory reaction time was created whereby any response with a reaction time of more than 

800 ms was deemed too long after the stimulus to be relevant, and any reaction time of less than 

200 ms too quick to have been made with proper or purposeful judgment (Figure 10).  This 

criteria was applied flatly to all measurements, and as such would not categorically bias any 

condition. 

 

Lastly, any positive or negative POSS shift of more than 100ms or less than -100ms from 

the Randomized Block to the Conditioned Block was removed from the data set, as this only 

occurred due to artifacts of the Sigmoid Line Fitting process producing non-meaningful 

interpretations of the data. 

From this process, 8 POSS shifts were produced for the light-light condition and 7 POSS 

shifts for the button-button condition.  A repeated measures t test was performed between the 

Figure 10. A graph of 
the reaction times of all 
participants in the 
button-button condition.  
The green box outlines 
the criteria of satisfactory 
reaction time  
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Randomized Block POSS and the corresponding Conditioned Block POSS to measure the POSS 

shift.  For both the light-light and button-button conditions, there was no significant POSS shift 

found between the Randomized Blocks and Conditioned Blocks.  As well, the light-light and 

button-button conditions both had Bayes factors of 0.524 and 0.357 respectively, signifying 

weak support for a significant POSS shift. 
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Discussion 

From the analysis, consistent lag exposure on a temporal scale and conditioning pattern 

similar to Stetson et al.’s (2016) methodology did not cause a POSS shift for either the light-light 

or button-button conditions.  This would appear to show that the isolated components of Stetson 

et al.’s light-button lag adaptation are not sufficient to produce lag adaptation on their own.  

What this seems to point to is the idea that lag adaptation is not a generic timing phenomena, but 

one tuned for a specific purpose.  Cross-modal lag adaptation serves a very practical function of 

bringing together two events whose varying modality-specific features and processing may have 

caused them to drift apart in time, such as an action and a sensation, or two sensations of 

different modalities, such as light and sound.  In comparison, the two examples tested in this 

experiment are uni-modal, so the two events share common properties and common routes of 

processing, so the chance of introduced error is significantly less.  In practice this makes sense: 

when two visual stimuli occur, there would be very few circumstances that would cause one to 

take longer to perceive and process than another, so any lag is very likely a ‘real’ lag between 

these two events, as opposed to one caused by perceptual delays.   

However, in examining the separate components of the action-perception lag adaptation, 

we did find that two voluntary actions did indeed have the capacity of producing a TOR, or a 

Temporal Order Reversal of Actions (TORA).  This means that it was possible for a participant 

to choose to do two actions, and then switch the order that they believed they occurred.  In our 

experiments, the range of TORAs was anywhere between roughly ±60 ms, and out of all 110 

measurements in this range, we found 11 instances of TORAs, across 6 of the 8 participants.  As 

well, there were no non-reversals any time earlier than a reversal.  For example, if there was a 
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TORA for a 20 ms difference between actions, a difference between actions of 10 ms would also 

produce a TORA, which implies that this is indeed a TOR, and not merely a guess.  The same 

could not be said for visual TORs.  While no TORAs followed any detectable pattern from 

across participants, the very fact of their consistent existence is notable, as well as their stable 

occurrence, which seems to imply they may not simply be the result of ambiguity and guessing, 

but a reversal in order of perception.  Future research into this possibility should examine what 

effects could significantly produce a directional motor-motor TOR, as well as the possibility for 

TORAs of two actions that aren’t on opposing sides of the body. 

The goal of this experiment was to examine the individual parts of the action-perception 

lag adaptation phenomena in order to better glean the various mechanisms at play.  What was 

found was that individually, the components do not appear to exhibit lag adaptation, 

strengthening the idea that lag adaptation serves the specific purpose of reconstructing the 

simultaneity that is inherently lost in measuring sensations of different modalities, rather than 

being a universal feature of time perception.  As well, two conscious actions in succession were 

shown to exhibit the capacity for temporal order reversals, suggesting that our conscious decision 

making plays a part in influencing how we perceive time, but is itself susceptible to temporal 

illusions. 

On a moment by moment basis, our perception of time is not measured by a single, 

consistent, mechanical clock, but rather it is constructed in vast, distributed web of pattern-

seeking networks in our brain.  As such, our perception of time is by no means temporally 

consistent, but what we lose in temporal consistency, we gain in perceptual consistency.  

Temporal illusions such as lag adaptation are a utility that allow us to reconstruct the 

simultaneity of time through extra-temporal statistical features, and the capacity for temporal 
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order reversals, even of our conscious actions, illustrates the lengths to which we can shape how 

we perceive time.  And while these illusions are by nature incorrect, the capacity for them, the 

utility they offer, and their strong linkages to not just our perceptions, but our actions as well, 

permit us to not just perceive of time, but perceive with time.  
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